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Museums and Education context in Mexico 

● Mexico City is one of the city’s with most museums in 
the world (roughly 170).  

● Half a million visitors to museums each month in 
Mexico City, 93% of them Mexicans. This represents 
0.1% of Mexico City’s population and 0.6% of the 
country’s population. 

● Mexican students performance are the worst ranked 
among OECD countries.  
Critical reading, math and science skills are poorly 
reported, 41% of Mexican students do not reach the 
basic level reading comprehension skill, and 55% do 
not achieve a basic level of math skills.
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How can we make the MNHCA 
more inclusive?
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DISABILITY PLANNING WELCOME START NAVIGATION ROOM 
EXPLORATION

ATTENTION 
TO AN 

OBJECT
EXIT

Hearing 80% 80% 100% 100% 100% 70% 100%

Visual 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Mobility 100% 90% 90% 70% 60% 70% 100%

Cognitive 10% 30% 0% 0% 50% 50% 10%
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How can the MHNCA be more inclusive 
with visitors with visual impairments?









Marketing 
and 

Motivation
Navigation

Interaction with 
the space 

(exhibition)

Interaction with the 
object (exhibit)

How do they find out 
about the museum 
and plan their visit?

How do they 
navigate the 

museum? 

How do they approach 
the exhibition and what 
influences their journey?

How do they interact 
with an exhibit/ object 

and how do they 
understand it?



MEGADIVERSE MEXICO

This section: Megadiverse Mexico, aims to 
communicate the country’s richness and explain what 
some of its protected natural areas are like. 

Megadiverse=  term to signal countries that 
concentrate the largest amount of endemic species 
(species that do not live elsewhere), vascular plants 
and vertebrate animals.

Choosing a specific section:







Co-design!

3 different 
sessions for all 
12 participants 



References for concepts



References for translation concepts



References for translation concepts





Sacrificial Concepts

Sacrificial concepts are early, raw, potentially flawed 
concepts made visual/physical and used as a medium 
for creating reaction, response, and discussion among 
users and design teams. 

We don’t spend a lot of time on the concept itself, 
so that’s how it’s being sacrificed.

How might we avoid obtaining basic ideas only? 

How might we understand the deeper needs for  
a translation?



Official plan for Co-design: protocol, activities, groups

To Do’s and list of materials Sacrificial Concepts Teams Rotation plan



Preparing concepts



Sacrificial Concept 1

Touch mini 
diorama 

● Desierto de 
cactáceas. 
Tehuacán, 
Puebla. (Dessert) 



Sacrificial Concept 2

Smell elements from 
a region 

● Bosque de coníferas 
y encinos. 
Bassaseachic, 
Chihuahua. (Forest) 



Sacrificial Concept 3

Move and hear as if you 
were inside diorama: as 
they virtually touched an 
element, they hear its 
sound (animal or plant)  

● Selva tropical húmeda. 
Montes Azules, Chiapas. 
(Jungle)



Sacrificial Concept 4

Step on, and hear different information  
on each texture 

● Bosque mesófilo de montaña. El Triunfo, Chiapas. (Forest)



Sacrificial Concept 5

Multi-sensory experience: 
hear environment and feel 
textures, humidity and 
movement 

● Pradera de alta montaña. 
Volcán Popocatépetl, 
Puebla. (Prey)



Prototyping



Share ideas for 
other territories



Co-design DEBRIEF 

Immediate findings 
learned from their prototypes



REAL FOREST:  Subject DIORAMA: Translation of subject PROPOSAL: Translation of subject

AFFORDANCES SIGNIFIERS

-Water/wet 
environment

-Ground texture

-Wind

-Cloudy sky

-Air

-Plants odor

-Texture of plants 
-Sound of plants 
with wind

-Smell of plants

-Light showing colors

-Sound of animals

-Shapes of animals

-Animals 

-Temperature

-Freshness

-Color

-Plants

-Humidity -Water effect in diorama 
with light reflection

-Soft humid ground of the model

-Audio about the humidity levels and the 
additional name “Cloudy Forest”

-Additional title of diorama “Cloudy 
Forest” on label

-Temperature range written on label

-Light reflecting on plants and 
scenery setting

-Colored elements in diorama

-Plants replicas in the diorama

-Text about some plants written 
on label

-Animals replicas in the diorama

-Sounds through speakers

-Text about some animals written 
on label

-Audio about the temperature range 
written on label

-Smell of fresh plants through hole

-Audio with sounds of wind and water

-Color of plants on the model

-Plants replicas on the model

-Audio about the vegetation and plants 
found

-Smell of the plants through hole

-Animals replicas on the model

-Audio with sounds of animals

-Audio  about the animals
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Definition…
Conflict between trying to make an existing 
exhibit accessible vs. creating an inclusive 
exhibit from scratch: 

When translating an object, will 
we be making the object 
accessible/ translating it as it is? 

or will we create a whole new 
experience for that object?



We should translate the Forest, not 
the Diorama of the Forest! 
If the affordance is “Humidity” what signifiers will 
make a user feel humidity? 

What signifiers did users prototyped as the most 
functional and why?

Making the association for 
accessible interaction



Sketches for 
final prototype

The shape of the diorama?

Transporting the diorama?



Iteration after synthesis

Laser-cut pieces: what 
material is easier to put 
together? 

What level of programming? 
Touch button and hear 

How to dispense smell?

Final prototype



References for prototype’s content



Hear

Mountain Mesophilic Forest: Accessible Diorama

Smell 
(Pine)

Press to hear: 

Introduction 

“Hola esta es una 
representación del diorama 
del Bosque Mesófilo de 
montaña que puedes tocar, 
oler, y presionar los 
botones para escuchar…”

Press to hear: 

Info. card  

“Los bosques nublados…
(lo que está escrito en el 
diorama actualmente)”

Press to hear: 

Plants 

“Las plantas que se 
pueden encontrar en este 
bosque son…” 

+Acércate a oler ¿a qué 
huele?

Press to hear:  

Animals: 

 “Los animales que se 
pueden encontrar en 
este bosque son…” 

Touch 
(animals and plants 
currently in the 
diorama)

Size: 
50cm x 40cm x 
6cm 

Material: 
MDF 

Interior: 
Cables connected 
to external laptop



Building the electronics



Building tactile representation





The first introductory audio worked perfectly, it automatically helped visitors 
engage with the translation and invited them to start exploring.

Some relevant findings to be adjusted:



Visually impaired visitors didn’t detect the 
tactile linear guide, so hardly none of them 
found the button on the front side, neither 
they understood the sequence.

They didn’t find the lead to open the olfactory 
hole, they skipped it thinking it was part of the 
surface, and felt unsure if they could open it 
because they thought they might break something.

Some relevant findings to be adjusted:



The audios were too long for visitors that could 
see, but long enough for blind visitors. 

Visitors wished the interesting facts were 
translated too, because it’s what they wished 
they learned about. 
E.g. smelling coffee or touching coffee grains...

Some relevant findings to be adjusted:



When visitors started touching the tactile representation, most of them pressed the 
buttons on the way accidentally.

Some relevant findings to be adjusted:



HEIGHT: tall participants 
had to bend too hard to 
reach the smell dispenser. 

Visitors on a wheelchair 
had a hard time reaching 
out for the tactile 
representation and their 
chair wouldn’t let them 
interact comfortably. 

Most children were able to 
touch comfortably, but 
some shorter children had 
to be carried by their 
parents to reach.

Some relevant findings to be adjusted:



Having the tactile version of the 
diorama with all the elements in 
the same place did not allow users 
to explore each element thoroughly 
with their hands.

Some relevant findings to be adjusted:



Other considerations

We realized hygiene should be taken 
care of when having tactile 
interactions. 

Consider offering hand sanitizer at the 
beginning of the exhibition. This is 
important because there will be many 
people touching around. 

The same for the smell dispensers, they 
should be designed so that noses don’t  
have direct contact with the glass.
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Takeaways

- Designing for the extremes truly improves the experience for 
everyone 

- Codesign is key= Identify the problems together and ideate 
solutions together 

- Diverse groups come up with the best solutions 

- Simplest solutions are the most effective 

- Inclusion and accessibility doesn’t require additional investments

@openn_inclusivedesign



Thank you


